RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES FOR SELECTED VENDOR TYPES

Incorporated Vendors

The Georgia WIC Program defines a Corporate Vendor as an authorized vendor that is owned by a corporate entity. A corporate vendor can be a publicly or privately-owned corporation or a limited liability company.

Incorporated applicants must complete and submit a Corporate Information Form along with the vendor authorization application. To access the Corporate Information Form, visit http://dph.georgia.gov/vendor-information, and select "Corporate Information Form". If an applicant does not have access to the internet, a request can be made for a hardcopy of this form by calling the Office of Vendor Management, at 404-657-2900 or toll free, within Georgia, at 1-866-814-5468.

If an incorporated applicant is seeking authorization for two or more stores, it must also complete and submit with its application a corporate attachment form for each store. An authorized representative must sign the application and each Corporate Attachment Form. Upon authorization, a corporate vendor will receive one vendor agreement. The Corporate Attachment Forms serves as verification of each store location that is authorized under the vendor agreement and, therefore, are addendums to the vendor agreement. Each authorized store location will be assigned a vendor number and will receive a vendor stamp with that identifying number. Vendors are not permitted to redeem food instruments at any location until each location is authorized. A newly authorized store cannot begin accepting food instruments until it has received a vendor stamp with its assigned vendor number. **PLEASE NOTE:** If a store location under a corporate vendor begins transacting and/or redeeming food instruments before it receives its vendor stamp, that store location will be denied authorization for a period of three (3) years.

If a currently authorized corporate vendor wishes to seek authorization for additional stores during the agreement period, it must submit an updated vendor authorization application, a Corporate Information Form, Corporate Vendor Training Checklist and a Corporate Attachment Form for each store. The authorization of additional stores will not require the execution of a new vendor agreement. The Corporate Attachment Form for each newly authorized store will be an additional addendum to the existing corporate vendor agreement.

Pharmacy Vendors

A vendor who is placed in the Pharmacy Peer Group is only permitted to redeem special infant formulas and medical foods as specified on the Georgia WIC vendor website. Pharmacy vendors are exempt from maintaining minimum inventory requirements and from A-50 assessments. All Pharmacy peer group vendors must be licensed and remain in good standing with the Georgia State Board of Pharmacies to provide prescription drugs and special medical foods in Georgia and must provide a copy of the licensing credentials upon request. Those who fail to maintain their pharmacy license in good standing will be terminated.
Programmatic reports will be used to verify performance compliance, such as whether a pharmacy vendor is redeeming only exempt infant formula food instruments. Pharmacy vendors shall not accept food instruments through the mail, nor mail any approved formula/medical foods directly to the WIC customer. Doing so will result in termination of the vendor agreement.

**Vendors Redeeming Vouchers for Special Infant Formula and Medical Foods**

All authorized WIC Stores are **permitted to redeem vouchers for Special Infant Formula and Medical Foods (Nutritionals)**. All vendors are required to purchase infant formula directly from a WIC approved supplier or manufacturer included on a list provided by the Georgia WIC Program.